Teachers Training Program

An integrated approach, connecting schools in the USA with our partner schools in Tanzania, in hopes of encouraging holistic, multi-sensory teaching methods. This grant for teachers will present an opportunity for the most motivated Tanzanian teachers to learn best practice teaching methods, and employ them in their schools. The grant will encompass a one month exchange to a private school in the USA, where they will shadow and train with a seasoned teacher, they will also have pre-departure teachers training in Tanzania. Additionally, following their return to Tanzania they will lead and hold peer to peer training sessions with their colleagues. We intend for this to motivate and cultivate new teaching practices for our partner schools in Tanzania.

Goals of Project:

To enhance the QUALITY of education within our partner schools through using Tanzanian staff to initiate, motivate and empower the change.

- 1 month Pre-departure teachers’ preparation/training from Tanzanian training professionals

- 1 month teachers training in US private schools

- 1 month teacher to teacher tutorials in Tanzanian partner schools to encourage professional growth.

As a result of our teachers training program we intend to promote the social, emotional and academic competence in children through an increase in academic engagement, school readiness and cooperation with teachers.